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The ercol Salento Collection is a contemporary, tailored upholstery range  

available in seven specially selected fabrics, exclusive to John Lewis. Deep  

sumptuous seat and back cushions and luxurious matching fabric feather  

filled scatter cushions, are complemented by turned light oak legs that are  

inherently ercol. Creating an upholstery collection that is a stylish, relaxed  

look designed for today’s living environments.

SALENTO
OAK

Chair Medium Sofa Large Sofa Grande Sofa

Available in these fabrics

Exclusive to John Lewis



MARINO
ASH

Chair Foot Stool

The Marino occasional chair and footstool reference the qualities and 

features of ercol design classics, through the considered design aesthetic. 

Available in seven carefully selected fabrics complimented with a warm 

timber finish exclusive to John Lewis. Its elegance and smooth flowing  

lines, constructed from steam bent solid ash, using traditional craftsmanship 

and modern furniture making techniques,create a striking contemporary 

and comfortable collection.

Available in these fabrics



Lucian Ercolani founded ercol in 1920 in High Wycombe the 

heartland of English furniture making. Intent on designing and 

producing beautiful and honest furniture, both design and people 

were the cornerstones of his company from the very beginning.

The ercol brand is synonymous with refined elegant timeless 

furniture combined with considered functionality and renowned 

for its design excellence. Our passion for innovation and beautiful 

design is as strong today as it always has been. Lucian Ercolani 

was a natural designer sketching his designs in note books before 

developing the ideas into furniture. 

Ercol remains privately owned and managed by the same family 

combined with expert professional management, our gifted, 

passionate in–house design team and production engineers 

collaborate with our factory and partners around the world to 

produce furniture made with Pride, Integrity and Authenticity.

Usually available for delivery within 7 days
John Lewis Partnership   171 Victoria Street London SW1E SNN
www.johnlewis.com
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Edward Tadros, Chairman of ercol


